
Help

Manage your booking

Optima

IPANDETEC . <ipandetec@gmail.com>

Your booking confirmation  TJ7QXH BCNBRU 6 November 

Vueling Airlines <noreply@vueling.com> 30 de octubre de 2018, 01:48
Para: ipandetec@gmail.com

Remember: this email is not valid as a boarding pass.

  Hi LIA, booking confirmed.

Did you forget anything?

Get your boarding passes now! OK

Booking code TJ7QXH

Outbound

Tuesday, 06 November 2018

Barcelona (T1) Brussels

BCN BRU

18:40h 20:55h

VY8990

Passengers and services

Passengers Outbound

LIA HERNANDEZ

Seat 7F



Passengers Outbound

Bags 1

Payment details

Type of payment

Personal Mastercard debit

Card number

XXXXXXXXXXXX1005

Card holder

LIA HERNANDEZ PEREZ

Status: Confirmed

1 adult 199.99 EUR

1 seat 0.00 EUR

1 bag 0.00 EUR

Total: 199.99 EUR

Important information about your flight

Each passenger is responsible for having the documentation required for flying according to their particular situation.  
Vueling and Level (for flights within Europe) check‑in desks close 40 minutes before flight departure, with the
following exceptions: in Rome and St Petersburg, they close 45 minutes before departure; and in Amsterdam, Tel
Aviv, Beirut, Algiers, Marrakesh and Oran, or if you are travelling from Barcelona to Tel Aviv or from Paris (Orly) to
Casablanca, they close 60 minutes before departure.  
Boarding starts 40 minutes before flight departure and ends 20 minutes before departure.  
If any of your flights is operated by another company, check‑in and boarding times may vary. Please check their
website.  
If you are disabled or suffer from reduced mobility and you forgot to inform us while making your booking, you must
phone our Customer Services Centre at least 48 hours before the scheduled flight departure. This procedure is
necessary in order to guarantee that assistance will be available.  
You can get more information in the conditions of carriage of the airline operating the flight: Conditions of Carriage
of Vueling, Conditions of Carriage of Level, Conditions of Carriage of Iberia or Conditions of Carriage of British
Airways.

Legal disclaimer

Transport conducted under this contract is subject to the rules and limitations relating to the liability of airlines with regards to the air

transport of passengers and their luggage as set out in the Montreal Convention of 28 May 1999 and Regulation (EC) 2027/97 in its

version as amended by Regulation (EC) 889/2002. In Spanish domestic transport, the liability of Vueling Airlines, S.A. («Vueling») is also

subject to the limitations provided for in the Air Traffic Act of 21 July 1960 and its implementing provisions in those cases in which

they are applicable. In this regard, the maximum liability limits applicable to Vueling shall correspond to amounts in euros equivalent

to: (i) 16,000 special drawing rights ("SDRs") in the case of death or injury to the passenger, (ii) 4,694 SDRs in the event that the

passenger is delayed, and (iii) 1,131 SDRs in the event that luggage is destroyed, lost, damaged or delayed. If the value of the luggage

exceeds the above limit, the passenger can benefit from a higher liability limit by making a special declaration of value at the latest at

check‑in and by paying a supplementary fee. The above provisions on liability limitation are included in the Vueling Travel Conditions

applicable to this contract and available on the company's website (www.vueling.com) and at its airport sales counters.

www.vueling.com




